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Ricon Wheelchair Lifts
By utilizing the industry’s best-in-class manufacturing facility, VMI delivers the highest-quality 
platform wheelchair lifts for vehicles. Designed to meet a variety of needs and budgets, VMI 
wheelchair lifts have been developed for optimum strength and convenience, using the most 
current technology available.

VMI wheelchair lifts for vehicles can make almost any full-size van a wheelchair-accessible van. 
Each type of lift offers a variety of features, from high payload capacity to unobstructed views, 
seating and doorways. With a variety of options available, one of VMI’s wheelchair lifts is sure to 
offer everything you need.

vmivans.com

Reliant is the perfect wheelchair lift for budget-minded 
consumers because it offers a low initial and lifetime cost. Its 
all-steel frame is easy to repair and unlikely to break down 
thanks to its mechanical simplicity and time-tested design. 
This mobility product sets the standard for platform lifts and 
remains the benchmark in the industry.

Proven technology that delivers consistently reliable use
Multiple dimension options to provide versatility for 
individual consumers
Easy operation and maintenance
Trim, compact design that allows for more interior space

With a platform that folds on a horizontal axis, the KlearVue 
wheelchair lift provides an unobstructed view out the 
windows of the vehicle. This wheelchair accessory offers a 
quiet ride and is ideal for rear-mounting, but works great in 
any position on conversions without a raised roof.

Quiet lift stowage without rattling
Minimized blind spots due to compact, fold-in-half design
Accommodations for longer lift platforms inside a standard 
door opening
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Reliant™ KlearVue™
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The VMI/Ricon Clearway is a fully-automatic split platform 
wheelchair lift that folds up and out of the way at the push 
of a button, offering complete access to the vehicle interior. 
This wheelchair accessory is the most popular side-mounted 
wheelchair lift solution on the market because its leaves a 
clear pathway for able-bodied passengers between the two 
lift towers.

Clear door access for easy entry and exit
Unobstructed view out windows for safer driving
Compact design allowing for more usable interior room
Strength in 800-pound weight capacity

Slide-Away is a fully-automatic, folding platform wheelchair 
lift that allows full motion of the front passenger seat. This 
mobility product offers the strength of a dual-post hydraulic 
lift with the flexibility of a single-post lift. Its sliding second 
tower travels forward to create a greater reclining angle for 
the front passenger seat and then stows toward the rear of 
the vehicle for greater rigidity.

Full-functionality of the front passenger seat
Clear door access for easy entry and exit
Unobstructed view out windows for safer driving
Strength of a dual post lift with passenger and cargo 
space of a single post lift

RELIANT™

KLEARVUE™

CLEARWAY™

SLIDE-AWAY™

800 LB
PAYLOAD*

UNOBSTRUCTED
VIEW

UNOBSTRUCTED
DOORWAY

UNOBSTRUCTED 
PASSENGER SEAT

* Lift can be rated at 800 lbs with optional install kits.
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Lift Features

Clearway™ Slide-Away™
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For more than 25 years, VMI has applied its innovation and expertise to build advanced mobility products that allow our 
customers to experience greater freedom and access to life. From our state-of-the-art Northstar in-floor ramp system to 
our relentless efforts behind market research and working one-on-one with our customers, we are committed to you and 
understand how transportation can bring you greater freedom and independence. Our line of state-of-the-art mobility 
products provides the highest quality, ease of use, maneuverability and flexibility in the industry.  

Our more than 400 dealers are trained to carefully evaluate each customer and his or her unique needs in order to 
recommend the right VMI mobility product. Taking into consideration factors such as how you plan to use your mobility 
product and your personal disability and diagnosis, our dedicated dealer experts can pair you with the right vehicle, 
lift or accessory to enhance your independence. It’s all part of our commitment to provide superior customer service 
and the most fulfilling ownership experience.

Imagining Possibilities in Everything We Do


